DON’T BE A VICTIM OF MOPED THEFT!

• Lock your moped, even if leaving it unattended for just a few minutes. To avoid citation or tow on campus, park in a designated moped parking area.
• Whenever possible, secure your moped to a rack or other immovable object (provided that you are still in a legal parking area).
• Use a solid steel lock that cannot easily be cut or removed from your moped, or lifted over the seat or handlebar area.
• Remove personal belongings from your moped before leaving.
• Don’t lock your scooter in the same location all the time — thieves notice patterns.
• Report suspicious activity in moped parking areas, such as an individual checking moped locks or loitering around mopeds with no legitimate business, to DPS at (808) 956-6911 or HPD at 911.
UHM DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY

CALL (808) 956-6911

OTHER RESOURCES

UHM Commuter Services
www.manoa.hawaii.edu/commuter

Move with Aloha
www.manoa.hawaii.edu/dps/movewithaloha

City and County of Honolulu - Moped registration
www.honolulu.gov/csd/vehicle.html

www.manoa.hawaii.edu/dps